Mountainair
Monte Alto Plaza
Conceptual Plan

- Sidewalk/Curb Extensions with Crosswalks
- Plaza Parking Areas
- Oasis Art Park Expansion
- Sidewalks with Parallel Parking
- Salinas Pueblo Missions National Monument Visitor Center
- Ramadas with benches
- "Pueblo Missions" Entry Feature
- Railroad Caboose (food cart/interpretive center)
- Stone Seating Walls
- Heritage Fruit Trees (apple, apricot, plum, cherry)
- Native Grass area
- Swaled Rainwater Collection Basin
- "Agricultural" Entry Feature (Ranchland/Farming)
- Potential Event Street Closures
- "Bandstand Building"
- Slaughter Courtyard
- Shaffer Hotel and Restaurant
- Public/Private Opportunity Site
- Pedestrian Pathways ( pervious paving)
- "Railroad" Entry Feature
- Large Tent Area
- Public Restrooms
- Water Feature/Firepit
- RR Tie Benches/Edges and Boulders
- Outdoor Performance Area
- Public/Private Partnership
- Adaptive Reuse (arcade, microbrewery)
- Rock-lined "Acequia" Interpretive Swale
Work in progress...
Monte Alto Plaza
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